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An upper limit on all relaxation rates is obtained by
setting all energy differences in (D6c) and (D6d)
equal to zero. This limit is even realizable in practice,
since 8%'~, converted to units of Oe, using g=2.0,"has
the value

8%'ah/(2tsti) = 18 600 Oe, (D8)

|- "'=2I (~lhl J) Is/8+' (D9b)

The relaxation rates l „&'& as well as the total dia-
gonal relaxation rates P; f„,t'& are all seen to be bounded
from above by the maximum value attainable by the
quantity (n lb'l m)/4@a. since It'= (E')'5, s, this rnaxi-
mum value is (E )'/4+@, which in units of Oe is about
6 Oe. Except near degeneracies, this value is indeed
well below all finite energy differences. Similarly, the
energy corrections e are smaller than typical energy
differences by at least a factor (E'/8%'a)'=2&&10
Thus the assumptions leading to (D6a) are justified,
provided there are no near degeneracies and provided

which not only is well above the energy level differences
at zero external field, but is even large compared to
typical values of the external field in actual experi-
ments. ""In the limit where all energy differences are
small compared to (D8), we have

&'&=L(stl Jt'll)+(milt'lm) —2(stl Jtln)
X(ml~lm)~/8~. , (D9.)

Bk' is small compared to all 6nite energy differences.
The k's of interest will necessarily correspond to dis-
tances of the order of a diffusion length, (D/l )'ts, where

l is a typical relaxation rate. Thus Dk' is of the order of
f and is sufficiently small. Finally, the small magni-
tude of the relaxation rates allows us to ignore near
degeneracies: Such degeneracies will modify the relaxa-
tion rates at worst only when the corresponding
energy difference becomes comparable to 6 Oe, in
appropriate units, a very narrow energy range com-
pared to the full range. Nor do such modifications
signi6cantly affect the resonance shapes; the resonance
shapes will be affected only in a range of at most 6 Oe
about the center of the resonance; by contrast, the
resonance width will be of the order of 2.24(~a)'ts
=

l
E'l 250 Oe, even when relaxation is the only decay

mechanism.
For external fields well below the value (D8), the

average diagonal relaxation rate is given by

i =l E(Z l- "')=(E')'/6+.

=8.2)&10r sec ' (I'tt/2tsts 4 65 O——e).. (D10)

This is also approximately the average of the off-
diagonal relaxation rates. If the expression (D9a) is
averaged over all e, m, ignoring the restriction e&m,
the result is precisely (D10).
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A complete theoretical and experimental analysis of the Maker fringes leads to the determination of
accurate relative nonlinear optical susceptibilities in SiOe, NH4HsPO4, and KHsPO4. dqP" (SiOe)
= (0.77+0.04) tfses" (KHsPO4); dse'"(NH4HsPO4) = (1.21+0.05)dee'"(KHePOe), for a fundamental wave-
length 1.064 pm. Application of this analysis to earlier data leads to corrected values in good agreement with
the present study, thereby establishing these materials as accurate and reliable standards for measurement
of nonlinear optical susceptibilities.

INTRODUCTION
~

~

~ ~

~

~

INCR it is extremely dificult to make accurate
absolute-intensity measurements, the components

of the tensor describing optical second-harmonic
generation or parametric processes have with few excep-
tions been determined by relative measurements: the
elements of the unknown tensor being compared to those
of a well-known "standard" material, such as KH2PO4

*On leave of absence from Centre National d'Etudes des
Telecommunications, 92 ESSY les M, France.

(KDP). Accurate absolute values can then be easily
deduced from relative data, provided the standard has
been carefully calibrated.

A survey of all the published measurements' indicates,
however, a complex and quite paradoxical situation.
Most importantly, no one material has been chosen as a
common standard. Depending on the spectral range
(visible, infrared, ultraviolet) and on the techniques

' R. Bechmann and S. K. Kurtz, Landolt-Bornstezn: Numerical
Data and tiunctional Eelastionships, Group III. Crystal and Solid
State Physics (Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1969), Vol. 2.
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used for the determination of the nonlinear coefficients
(phase-matching experiment, ' ' reflection at the bound-
aries of the nonlinear medium, 4 ' Maker fringe experi-
ment'), the reference ma, terials are different. For the
visible and ultraviolet region two reference materials
are frequently encountered in the literature: quartz and
KDP. By contrast, the most accurate and reliable
absolute determination of a nonlinear coefficient has
been made for NH4HsPO4 (ADP). '

Lack of reliable ratios for the three reference mate-
rials, quartz, KDP, and ADP, has led to considerable
uncertainty in the conversion of nonlinear coefficients to
absolute values. Consequently, the relative calibration
of these reference materials is of great importance from
the fundamental point of view as well as for applications
such as optical parametric oscillators. Indeed, there are
several publications on this subject, ' "but the different
ratios are inconsistent: the discrepancy among the data
concerning, for example, the fundamental ratio
dss'"(ADP)/dss'"(KDP) equals several times the quoted
experimental errors.

We report in this paper the precise relative determina-
tion of dirs (quartz), dsss" (KDP), and dsss" (ADP) using
a detailed analysis of the Maker-fringe technique"
which leads to an accuracy greater than 5%.Our results
are then compared with the previously published data.

I. THEORY

Owing to the existence in a nonlinear crystal of a
polarization 6'&„, which is quadratic in the applied
electric field, the second-harmonic beam can, in the
parametric approximation, be described as a super-
position of two waves. 4" One wave, the so-called
"bound wave, "is induced by 5'2„acting as a source term
in the wave equation. Boundary conditions at the input
surface of the crystal give rise to the second, or so-called
"free wave, " which interferes with the bound wave at
the output surface to produce a transmitted second-
harmonic beam. If a Gaussian laser beam, with spot
radius x and power I'„, is incident at various angles 0
on a nonlinear plane parallel slab of thickness I., the

s J. A. Giordmaine, Phys. Rev. Letters 8, 19 (1962).' P. D. Maker, R. W. Terhune, M. NisenoG, and C. M. Savage,
Phys. Rev. Letters 8, 21 (1962).

4 N. Bloembergen and P. S.Pershan, Phys. Rev. 128, 606 (1962).' J. Ducuing and N. Bloembergen, Phys. Rev. Letters 10, 474
(1963).' G, E. Francois, Phys. Rev. 143, 597 (1966).

7 J. E. Bjorkholm and A. E. Siegman, Phys. Rev. 154, 851
(1967).

SR. C. Miller, D. A. Kleinman, and A. Savage, Phys. Rev.
Letters 11, 146 i1963l.' R. C. Miller, Phys. Rev. 131, 95 (1963).' R. C. Miller, Appl. Phys. Letters 1, 17 (1964)."J.P. van der Ziel and N. Bloembergen, Phys. Rev. 135,
A1662 (1964)."V. S.Suvorov, A. S.Sonin, and J.S.Rez, Zh. Eksperim. i Teor.
Fiz. 53, 49 (1968) /English transl. : Soviet Phys. —JETP-26, 33
(1968)j.

'3 J. E. Bjorkholm, EEEE QE4, 970 (1968)."J.Jerphagnon and S. K. Kurtz (unpublished).
'5 D. A. Kleinman, Phys. Rev. 128, 1761 (1962).

detected second-harmonic power I'2„ is given by '4

5127r2
P „(8)= d't '(8) T „(8)P'(8)tR(8)(B(8)

C'R (ts 2 rss 2)2

P 2

Xsin'L(csL/c) (I cos8„'—ns„cosgs„') ]=IM(8) sin'+, (1)

2~
/
ts. -ts,„[

With the laser operating under identical conditions,
relative nonlinear coefficients can be measured using
the Maker fringes by comparing the value of the
envelope function at normal incidence Isr(0) for an
unknown material with Isr(0) for a reference material.
According to Eq. (1) the relationship between Isr(0),
1„and d is

I (0) (m. +1)"(m,.+n'(e. +n,.
))d'=A

tts„P'(0)(R(0)

where" (R(0)~1+((tss~—1)/(tss„+1)j4 and A is con-
stant for a given fundamental beam. Since only a few

where d is the component of the quadratic susceptibility
tensor d, and t" and T&„are the transmission factors for
the fundamental and harmonic frequencies. The pro-
jection factor p(8) depends on the orientation of the
slab versus the laser beam and on the form of the tensor
d; 0„' and 02„' are the angles between the normal to the
slab and the internal wave vectors of the fundamental
and harmonic beams, m„and e2„being the refractive
indices at the fundamental and harmonic frequencies,
respectively.

The relation between P2„and E„has been established
for a transparent and nonoptically active crystal includ-
ing two generally omitted effects. One is multiple rejec-
tions inside the crystal which introduce the factor 61(8).
An additional factor $(8) takes into account the finite
transverse size of the laser beam. The multiple-reAection
factor S is close to unity'as long as the refractive indices
are low. The finite-beam factor $(8) is given by"

$(8)= exp( —L(Ls/ws) (tang„' —tangs„')scos'gj) (2)

and is non-negligible for thick crystals at large values
of 0.

Linear dispersion (rs„—ns ) is responsible for in-
terference phenomena inducing I'2„ to be an oscillating
function of 0 described by4

sin'4 = sin'(tsL/c) (n„cosg„'—n.&„cosgs„')
= sin' —',s.[L/l, (8)] . (3)

From the structure of the Maker fringes, one can there-
fore determine the coherence length l, for normal
incidence:
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significant 6gures for the refractive indices provide a
precise value of p, the accuracy of the method depends
chiefly on the precision with which IAt(0) and l, are
determined.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DATA

A repetitively Q-switched Nd'+YAG laser having
linear polarization was used as the fundamental beam.
Because oscillations on several 4F3~2—&4I~~~2 transitions
can occur simultaneously, " the output spectrum of the
laser was analyzed using a monochiomator' '8 and was
found to be a single line of 0.6 cm ' width at 1.064 pm.

In order to check the stability of the laser, the second
harmonic generated in a fixed quartz sample was re-
corded. Fluctuations in the fundamental power were
thus taken into account for the rotating samples.

Experiments involved several plates of the three
materials quartz, ADP, and KDP, as indicated in Table
I. Care was taken, during the preparation of every
sample, to obtain faces Rat to —,'X and parallel within
1' or less.

A. Determination of Coherence Length /,

For each sample, the analysis of the positions of the
minima (which can be experimentally determined with
better accuracy than the maxima) of the Maker fringes
for a wide range of 0, leads to a very precise determina-
tion of the coherence length /, .' No detectable difference
has been found between samples of the same material.
The experimental results are listed in Table II and
compared with the values calculated from data on the
refractive indices. " "In the case of KDP and ADP, it
appears there is a good agreement with Zernike's data, "
but a non-negligible discrepancy, especially for ADP,
with the results given by Suvorov and Sonin. '

B. Relative Enve1ope Intensities Ist (0)

This part of the measurement is the most important
source of errors.

Bemuse we are dealing with relative measurements,
there is no need to calibrate the detection system,
provided it operates under the same conditions for all
the materials. In that respect the linearity of the re-
sponse at 0.532 pm was checked by attenuating the
second-harmonic beam using calibrated Alters. It is
worth noting that the amplitudes of the Maker fringes
are of the same order of magnitude for the three
materials and the different components of the detection
system were operating at the same sensitivity.

TABLE I. Crystallographic orientation and thickness of the
samples used in this experiment. We indicate two values L(a) and
(b) $ for the thickness: (a) Corresponds to a direct measurement,
and (b) is the value deduced from the analysis of the Maker fringes.

Material

Quartz
Quartz
Quartz
ADP
ADP
KDP
KDP

Sample
orientation

(011)
(011)
(010)
(110)
(110)
(110)
(110)

Thickness

(a) (cm) (b) (pm)

0.223 2226.8
0.198 1968,2
0.448 4477.5
0.550 5507.8
0.167 1664.3
0.201 2011.6
0.215 2154.7

In order to check the consistency of the results, the
three ratios

I ADP (())I~~(o)

I KDP(P) I ADP(P) I KDP(P)

Istic (0)

TABLE II. Comparison of experimental values of the coherence
lengths at 1.064 pm of quartz, KDP, and ADP with the values
deduced from published data on the refractive indices.

have been determined separately. For a given ratio,
Maker fringes corresponding to one sample of each
material have been performed for every combination of
two samples.

Owing to the adequate Ratness and the parallelism
of the faces for the samples used, there were no "nonzero
minima" corrections. " Fluctuations of the quartz
reference were taken into account.

Using the amplitudes of the maxima as input data
for a least-mean-squares curve-fitting computer pro-
gram, we determined, according to Eq. (1), the envelope
of each set of fringes. A typical example of the fit is
given, for each material, in Fig. 1. Previous experi-
ments'4 showed that an optimum fit can be reached by
analyzing only a few fringes. We considered, therefore,
a relatively small range of variations for 0 ( ~

0
~

(25'). As
a further proof of the consistency of our analysis,
theoretical fringes deduced from the computed values
of /, and I~(0) agree very well with the experimental
curves of Fig. 1 as shown for quartz.

Using this procedure the average relative envelope
intensities have been found to be

Isr@(0)/Ist" (0) =1.39, rms deviation 0.04

I~@(0)/IstKDP(0) =1.71, rms deviation 0.06

Isr" P(0)/IsrK (0)=1.22, rms deviation 0.04.

'6 R. G. Smith, IKEK QE4, 505 (1968).
S. L. Shapiro (private communication).
S. K. Kurtz and S. L. Shapiro, Phys. Letters 28A, 17 (1968)."F. Zernike, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 54, 1215 (1964); 55, 210(E)

(1965).
~ V. S. Suvorov and A. S. Sonin, Kristallografiya 11,832 (1966)

LKnglish transL: Soviet Phys. —Cryst. 11, 711 (1967)j.
s' American Institnte of Physics Handbook (McGraw-Hill Book

Co., New York, 1963).

Material

Quartz
ADP

KDP

Experimental
value

20.65&0.05
10.59&0.02

11.43&0.02

Calculated
value

20.636~0.002
10.598&0.002
11.56 &0.1
11.417~0.002
11.67 ~0.1

Reference

21
19
20
19
20
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TABLE III. Comparison with previous measurements of nonlinear optical coeScients of quartz and ADP relative to KDP. The
corrections, prompted by our measurements, of previously published values are given in parentheses. For the Maker-fringe measurements,
experimental values of the coherence lengths are also indicated. MF: Maker fringe; PM: phase matching.

Material

KDP

ADP

Quartz

Method

MF
MF
MF
MF
MF

X (pm)

1.064
1.0582
0.6943
0.6943
0.6943

1.064
1.0582

0.6943

0.6943
0.6943
1.15

1.064
1.0582

d36= 1
d36=—1
d36= 1
d36=1
d36= 1

d36 ——1.21&0.05
d36 =0.99&0.06
(d„=1.18+0.06)

d36 ——0.93&0.06
(d33 = 1.03+0.06)

d36 = 1.25+0.05
d36 = 1.18&15%
d36= 0.87& 9'Pf)

(d = 1.03+0.16)
d11=0./7&0. 04
dII =0.82&0.04

(drr =0.85+0.05)

11.43+0.02
11.0
9.25
9.8
9

10.59+0.02
10.5

8.85

9.3
7.9

20.65+0.05
20

Reference

This experiment
8
8

11
12

This experiment
8
25

8
25

11
12
13
26

This experiment
9

25

These results indicate random errors less than ~5%.
An upper limit of the remaining systematic errors is
&5%, which leads to an accuracy on the relative
intensities better than &10%.

C. Relative Nonlinear CoefBcients

In the experimental configuration, the projection
factor p(0) equals 1 for the three coefficients dii
(quartz), d33(ADP), and d33(KDP). In addition, the
refractive indices of the materials are low enough to
allow us to take (R(0)= 1. The error introduced by this
approximation" is less than 2)&10 '.

The final computations involving Eq. (5) lead to the
following results:

d33(ADP) = (1.57&0.07)dii(Q),

d33(KDP) = (1.30&0.06)dii(Q),

d33(ADP) = (1.21&0.05)d33(KDP).

A simple way to check the consistency of the quoted
values is to deduce d33(ADP)/d33(KDP) from the two
first data, which gives

d33(ADP) —(1,20&0 09)d33(KDP)

III. DISCUSSION

A. Absorption and Optical Activity

To analyze our data and deduce the relative values
of the nonlinear susceptibilities, we assumed that quartz,
ADP, and KDP are without any optical activity and
perfectly transparent for both the 1.064- and 0.532-pm
radiations. Let us now consider these assumptions in
greater detail.

When there are small absorption coefficients at co

and 2~, the measured value of the intensity Izr(0)
differs from that involved in Eq. (5) by the factor (3',,

p=l1 y Q. (7)

In the crystallographic coordinate system, Eq. (7)
becomes, for KDP and ADP,

P =Pll (331'—N2').

Because of the small value of p&~ and of the sample
orientation (Nr~u, ), the optical activity does not affect
the measurement of d36 for these two materials. Two
different orientations were used for the quartz samples
corresponding to the following values of the optical
rotation:

(010)p pii, (011)p —,'(p&i+ p33) .

Due to the small values of the thickness, and in
addition for the (011) samples to the fact that pii and
p33 have opposite signs, "optical activity has no measur-
able effect on our Maker-fringe experiment: The calcu-

22 G. D. Boyd, A. Ashkin, J. M. Dziedzic, and D. A. Kleinman,
Phys. Rev. 13'7, A1305 (1965)."S.Chandrashekar, Proc. Indian Acad. Sci. 36A, 118 (1952).

which is given by'2

(3', = exp[—(a„+-,'a3„)L), (6)

a being the absorption coefficient, as customarily
defined. Computations using absorption coefficients
reported in the literature" show the influence of 6, to be
negligible in the case of KDP and quartz, because of the
small values of L (see Table I). There is for ADP an
absorption band with an edge around 1.15 pm, ""but
the correction introduced by this absorption remains
lower than the error on the determination of I3r(0). No
difference has been detected experimentally between
the 0.550 and 0.167-cm-thick samples.

Qptical activity gives rise to a rotation p of the plane
of polarization which can be written as a function of
the gyration tensor y and of the unit propagation
vector u
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fractive index data': 9.7 pm for KDP and 9.2 pm
for ADP.

Miller et al. ' indicate a smaller value for dss(ADP)/
dss(KDP), and a new analysis of the data does not
lead to a good agreement":

dss(ADP)/dss(KDP) = 1.03&0.06.

Because of the uncertainty in the coherence lengths
(experimental and calculated values reported in Ref. 12
are not in good agreement and differ from those deduced
from Ref. 20), as well as uncertainties in the nonlinear

susceptibilities, it is diff'cult to make any meaningful

comparison with the data of Suvorov et al."
Z. Phase-Matching Method

From the experimental point of view, the Maker-
fringe experiment and the phase-matching technique
differ in many respects, the most important of which

appear to be the following:

(1) The conversion efficiency is much higher in the
phase-matching technique. As a consequence, experi-

ments may be performed using cw lasers and absolute
measurements are consequently less difficult.

(2) The structure of the fundamental beam (spatial
intensity distribution, etc.) has to be known in phase-

matching experiments for relative as well as for absolute
measurements.

(3) The sample orienta, tion with respect to the laser

beam is much more critical in phase-matching experi-
ments since the angular width of the second-harmonic

peak is at least an order of magnitude smaller than the
width of a Maker fringe for samples of identical
thickness.

The accuracies of the two methods can therefore be
quite different depending on the Inaterial studied and
on the laser which is used.

Because of the small difference in wavelengths

between the He-Ne and the Nd'+ TAG laser, there
should be no significant variation of the nonlinear
coefficients for ADP and KDP in the range 1.064—1.15 p, .
Comparison of our results with those given by the
phase-matching technique" indicates, however, an
important difference (see Table III).

In order to determine the cause of this discrepancy,
the author of the phase-matching experiment reanalyzed
his data and took into account two previously neglected
effects. Owing to the thickness of the ADP sample
(2.5 cm), absorption is no longer negligible. In addition,
the multiline He-Ne laser gave rise to an overlapping of
the "harmonic" lines in the KDP crystal. As a result,
the corrected value has been found to be "

d3s (AD P)/ds, (KDP) = 1.03&0.16.

The present authors have also carefully studied the

26 J. E. Bjorkholm, IEEE QES, 260 (1969).

same phase-matching data." The following three
"fundamental" lines are involved in the "overlap"
effect: 1.152, 1.161, and 1.177 p. Their amplitudes can
be estimated from the results on other samples (e.g. ,
LiNbOs, ADP) where the "harmonic" lines are resolved.
It is then possible to perform a least-mean-squares
analysis which indicates that the harmonic power at
0.572 p generated by the KDP sample has been overesti-
mated by 27&5/z. Consequently, a corrected ratio has
been obtained:

dss (ADP)/dss (KDP) = 1.10&0.15 .
Because of the difficulty in correcting for this "over-

lap" effect, a more definite answer to this important
question will require a phase-matching experiment using
a single-line laser.

CONCLUSION

The detailed comparison, including all the necessary
refinements, of theory and experiment for the Maker
fringe method has allowed us to obtain a precise deter-
mination of relative values for diis" (quartz), dsss"

(KDP), and d&ss" (ADP). As a consequence of the correc-
tions prompted by our work, the discrepancy among the
previously published data has been largely removed.
Accurate and reliable standards for optical nonlinear
susceptibilities have thus been established.

The Maker-fringe method has been used for several
years to measure the coeScients of almost all the known
nonlinear optical materials. This work clearly demon-
strates that a complete theory and careful analysis of
the experimental data are necessary for accurate results.
One must obtain a value of the coherence length which
is in agreement with direct measurements of the re-
fractive indices in order to deduce the correct value of
Isr(0). Otherwise, the accuracy is substantially poorer,
as evidenced by comparing previous measurements for
a given material. ' Application of the complete Maker-
fringe theory to earlier data has lead to corrected values
in good agreement with those of the present study.

In addition, improved theoretical calculations of
the nonlinear susceptibilities" provide a new stimulus
for obtaining accurate and reliable experimental data.
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